The Alan Ward Portfolios of Designed Landscapes

The award-winning and influential landscape photographer and landscape architect Alan Ward has selected The Cultural Landscape Foundation as the home for his digital photographic archives.

The Alan Ward Portfolios of Designed Landscapes will feature approximately 2,500 photographs of parks, estates, memorials, gardens, university campuses, cemeteries, museums, botanical gardens, and other sites throughout the United States and twelve other countries.

“Ward … has done for the designed American landscape what Ansel Adams did for the wilderness, using panoramic and deeply thoughtful images to draw out the soul of a place.”

— Los Angeles Times

Explore today: https://www.tclf.org/portfolios
Meet Us in St. Louis

The CELA Annual Conference is THE destination for educators and students with an interest in the academic practice of landscape architecture. Mark your calendars. We will see you there!